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enemies, npcs, ships
Below, you'll find some Star Trek enemies, non-

player characters, and starships that are referenced 
in this campaign's adventures.

Tau Ceti Aliens ('Travelers')
Tau Ceti aliens, also called 'Travelers', hail from a 

small ocean planet on the far side of Romulan space. 
They are humanoid, three-fingered, with oily skin and 
smooth ridges fanning upward across their faces. 
Naturally curious, Tau Ceti aliens begin a life of 
solitary exploration and study once they come of age, 
often by attaching themselves as aides to any vessel 
headed for deep space. But their unassuming 
demeanors hide a powerful secret: these ‘travelers’ 
are able to act as a lens for space, time, and thought, 
and can freely alter reality around themselves.

Attributes: A d6, Sm d12, Sp d10, Str d6, V d6
Skills: Fighting d6, Intimidation d6, Diplomacy 

d6+1, Knowledge (Astrophysics) d12, Knowledge 
(Higher Math) d12, Knowledge (Engineering) d10, 
Notice d10,  Spellcasting d12

Pace: 6; Parry: 5; Toughness: 5; Cha: +1
Hindrances: Curious, Stubborn
Edges: AB (Magic), Power Points, Level-headed
Powers (15 PP):
• Barrier. 
• Deflection. 
• Fear. 
• Puppet. 
• Intangibility: Becomes incorporeal, unable to 

affect or be affected except through telepathy.
• Blast. “Phases” all targets an area, causing great 

pain.
• The Speed of Thought. Traveler aliens are able 

to interact with warp fields at a level “beyond 
mathematics,” where time, space, and thought 
intermingle. They can increase the speed of a 
ship to near-infinite speeds. But on a 
Spellcasting failure, the ship may end up 
anywhere in the galaxy—or beyond.

Borg
The Borg are a collective of diverse species who 

have been cybernetically enhanced and integrated 
into a single hive mind. Once an individual has been 
‘assimilated’ into this hive, his consciousness is 
submerged under the oceanic pressure of the hive’s 
will. Individuality is lost, and rehabilitation is 
extremely rare.

The Borg's instinct is to seek “perfection” by 
assimilating the technological and biological 
advantages of all other species. Their understanding 
that strength comes from diversity presents a twisted 
mirror of the Federation’s own philosophy, and the 
Borg are considered to be the single greatest threat 
the Alpha Quadrant has ever faced.

Borg Drone
Drones are extremely lethal, able to adapt to the 

needs of the Collective, and mindlessly prepared to 
live or die for the benefit of all Borg. Below are the 
stats for a ‘typical’ Drone, but the Borg’s ability to mix-
and-match cybernetic implants means that more 
specialized Drones may be encountered as well.

Attributes: A d6, Sm d4 (A), Sp d6, Str d10, V d10
Skills: Fighting d6, Shooting d8, Notice d6, 

Intimidate d8, Knowledge (Computers) d8, 
Knowledge (Biology) d8, Knowledge (Astronomy) d8, 
Knowledge (Starship Operations) d8

Pace: 4; Parry: 5; Toughness: 7+2=9; Cha: -4
Hindrances: What Cover?, Habit (must “sleep” 

daily or gain Fatigue), Mindless (-4 Charisma, cannot 
be reasoned with)

Abilities:
• Combat Reflexes
• Fearless
• Plasma Burst: 2d10+2 dmg, RoF1, Shots 8.
• Exo-plating (+2 armor, does not cover head)
• Personal Shield: The GM can spend a bennie to 

‘adapt’ all Drones to a particular attack type 
(e.g., phasers, disruptors, flame), making them 
invulnerable to that type of damage until the 
end of the encounter. Cannot adapt to melee.

• Assimilate: First, the Drone must grapple its 
prey. On the next round, it spends an action to 
insert tubules into the victim's neck or other 
sensitive area. Those who are injected are 
permanently lost to the Collective.

• Resistance is Futile: Anyone who knows the 
Borg’s reputation must roll Spirit –2 when first 
encountering them; those who fail are sent to 
the Fear Table.
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Jem’Hadar
Armored, leathery, with spines ridging their faces, 

the appearance of these hulks speaks to their 
lethality. Legends say the Jem’Hadar were once a 
savage species who butchered everyone they came 
into contact with, including other Jem’Hadar. The 
Founders offered them a deal: submit themselves to 
eternal servitude, and in exchange be genetically 
engineered to become the galaxy’s most feared 
soldiers. The Jem’Hadar agreed. 

Soldier
Jem’Hadar are hatched in cloning tanks and are 

combat-ready within four days. Used as Dominion 
‘shock-troops’ throughout the Gamma Quadrant, 
soldiers rarely live more than a few years. Each is 
willing to die for the good of the mission, hence their 
motto: “victory is life.” Loyalty to the Vorta Field 
Supervisor is ensured by their addiction to ketrocel-
white; without it, the Jem’Hadar quickly go insane and 
die.

Attribute: A d6, Sm d6, Sp d6, Str d8, V d6
Skills: Fight d6, Intimidate d6, Notice d4, Shoot d6, 

Stealth d8+2
Pace: 6; Parry: 5; Toughness: 5+4=9; Cha -2
Hindrances: Vow (serve the Founders), major 

habit (Ketrocel-white addiction)
Edges: No Mercy, Personal Cloak (+2 to Stealth)
Gear: Kar’takin, Phased Polaron Rifle, Dominion 

Combat Armor (+4 armor, does not cover head)

First
Jem’Hadar soldiers who prove their loyalty, and 

survive enough combat missions, may eventually be 
promoted to ‘First’, or squad-leader.

Attributes: A d6, Sm d6, Sp d8, Str d8, V d8
Skills: Fighting d6, Intimidate d6, Knowledge 

(Starship OPerations) d6, Knowledge (Tactics) d6, 
Notice d6, Piloting d8, Shooting d8, Stealth d8+2

Pace: 6; Parry: 5; Toughness: 6+4=10; Cha -2
Hindrances: Vow (serve the Founders), Major 

Habit (Ketrocel-white addiction), Loyal
Edges: Command, Leader of Men, Natural Leader, 

No Mercy, Personal Cloak (+2 to Stealth)
Gear: Kar’takin, Phased Polaron Rifle, Dominion 

Combat Armor (+4 armor, does not cover head)

Vorta
Pale, with oily black hair, large lavender eyes, and 

faces broadened by “ears” running from their jaws to 
the crowns of their heads, Vorta are simultaneously 
off-putting and oddly alluring. The Vorta can be male 
or female in appearance, but do not reproduce 
sexually; like the Jem’Hadar, they are cloned to serve 
The Dominion. Unlike the Jem’Hadar, they are not 
soldiers: they were designed to be sly and diplomatic, 
acting as the Founders’ eyes, ears, and mouthpieces 
throughout the galaxy.

Field Supervisor
Vorta Field Supervisors typically command a 

squads of eight Jem’Hadar. They decide mission 
objectives, but leave the military tactics to the 
Jem’Hadar First. Working alone, field supervisors can 
also make for skilled spies and diplomats.

Attributes: A d6, Sm d8, Sp d6, Str d4, V d6
Skills: Bluff d8+1, Diplomacy d6+1, Knowledge 

(Computers) d8, Knowledge (Starship Operations) d6, 
Knowledge (Xenocultures) d8, Notice d8, Piloting d6, 
Shooting d4, Stealth d6

Parry: 2; Toughness: 5; Pace: 6, Cha +1
Hindrances: Vow (serve the Founders), Quirk (no 

aesthetic sense)
Edges: Level-Headed, Charismatic
Gear: Vorta do not carry weapons or armor—at 

least, not when they command Jem'hadar.
AB (Telepathy): Vorta may or may not have 

Arcane Background (Telepathy) edge; if so, Field 
Supervisors have 5pp with the following powers: 
confusion, disguise, mind reading, and slow.
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Nausicaan Thug
Large, violent humanoids with wild black hair, 

small beady eyes, and rows of overlapping tusks, 
Nausicaans are commonly seen working as the 
‘muscle’ in every mob- or pirate-controlled station, 
colony, and starship in the Alpha Quadrant. They are 
a cruel, ill-tempered species, but what they lack in 
subtlety they make up for in brawn.

Attributes: A d6, Sm d4, Sp d6, Str d12, V d8
Skills: Athletics d6, Gambling d6, Shooting d4, 

Fighting d8, Intimidation d8, Notice d6, Streetwise d6, 
Tracking d4.

Pace: 8; Parry: 6; Toughness: 6+1=7 Cha -2
Hindrances: Mean, Hotheaded, What Cover?
Edges: Sweep, Fleet-footed, Combat Reflexes
Gear: Knife (usually hidden), Disruptor Pistol (if 

“on the job”), Leather clothing (+1 armor, doesn’t 
cover head or arms)

NONPLAYER CHARACTERS
Starship Crew

Below are some stats for generic starship crew 
and officers. The price of hiring the officer for your 
ship is listed; this can be a good way to fill gaps in a 
group's skills.

Engineer
Attributes: Agi d8, Sm d10, Sp d6, Str d6, Vig d6
Skills: Fighting d4, Shooting d4, Knowledge 

(Starship Ops) d6, Knowledge (Engineering) d8, 
Knowledge (Computers) d6, Repair d8+2, Notice d6,

Parry 4, Toughness 5, Cha 0, Pace 6
Hindraces: Major Vow (serve faction)
Edges: Mr. Fix-It, Reroute Auxiliary Power
Price: 500k

Doctor
Attributes: Agi d6, Sm d8, Sp d6, Str d6, Vig d6
Skills: Shooting d4, Fighting d4, Knowledge 

(Starship Ops) d6, Knowledge (Biology) d8, Healing 
d6+2, Investigation d6, Notice d6

Parry 4, Toughness 5, Cha 0, Pace 6
Hindraces: Major Vow (serve faction)
Edges: Healer, Triage
Gear: Medical Kit, medical tricorder
Price: 500k

Helmsman
Attributes: Agi d6, Sm d8, Sp d6, Str d6, Vig d6
Skills: Piloting d8+2, Shooting d6, Fighting d4, 

Tracking d6, Stealth d6, Notice d6, Knowledge 
(Starship Ops) d6, Knowledge (Astronomy) d6

Parry 4, Toughness 5, Cha 0, Pace 6
Hindraces: Major Vow (serve faction)
Edges: Ace, Evasive Maneuvers
Price: 500k

Marine
These skilled fighters are trained in personal 

combat and squad tactics, and are useful for security 
operations and fighting on a planet’s surface. 

Attributes: Agi d8, Sm d6, Sp d8, Str d6, Vig d6
Skills: Fighting d6, Intimidation d6, Notice d6, 

Shooting d8, Stealth d4
Pace: 6; Parry: 5; Toughness 5
Hindrances: Major Vow (serve faction)
Edges: —
Gear: Type-3 Disruptor Rifle (or racial gear)
Price: 100k

Crew Member
These personnel handle basic ship operations and 

to carry out the orders of the command staff. All 
unspecified crew should use these stats.

Attributes: Agi d6, Sm d6, Sp d6, Str d6, Vig d6
Skills: Shooting d4, Knowledge (Starship Ops) d6, 

Healing d4, Piloting d4, Repair d4
Pace: 6; Parry: 2; Toughness: 5
Hindrances: Major Vow (serve faction)
Edges: —
Price: 100k
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COMMAND CREW ATTITUDES
If you’re running a starship encounter, you probably don’t want to keep track of a Captain, an Engineer, a 

Helmsman, a Doctor, a Science Officer, and a Tactical Officer—for each ship!
Below, you’ll find a shortcut. These are general stats for different command crew ‘attitudes’. The attitudes 

are: Assault, Espionage, Exploration, and Mercantile. You’ll find stats for one Captain and one Officer that, 
working together, represent the entire command crew. That's two stats blocks: much easier to track! When 
running a starship encounter, all you need to do is grab the stats for a ship, grab the command crew that fits 
the scenario, and you’re ready to roll.

Assault Command Crew
Pirates, battleships, warbands, and mercenaries put combat readiness above all else. This captain and crew 

prefer to fight head-on, and trust their superior training and firepower to win the day.

Assault Captain
Attributes: Ad10, Sm d6, Sp d8, Str d6, V d8
Skills: Fighting d6, Intimidation d8, Knowledge (Starship Operations) d6, Knowledge (Tactics) d8, Notice d6, 

Piloting d10, Shooting d8, Stealth d4
Pace: 6; Parry: 5; Toughness: 6
Hindrances: Hothead
Edges: Command, Evasive Maneuvers

Assault Officer
Attributes: Ad6, Sm d6, Sp d6, Str d6, V d6
Skills: Fighting d6, Healing d6, Knowledge (Astronomy) d6, Knowledge (Engineering) d6, Knowledge (Starship 

Operations) d6, Notice d6, Piloting d6, Repair d6, Shooting d8
Pace: 6; Parry: 5; Toughness: 5 
Hindrances: —
Edges: Reroute Auxiliary Power, Fire at Will

Special Notes
• Assault command crews normally have a contingent of marines onboard.
• Assault command crews are more likely to fight to the death than any other.
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Espionage Command Crew
Whether a spy vessel by trade, or any ship led by a captain who prefers delicate strategies and subterfuge, this 

crew’s approach is to misdirect its opponents, seek out situational advantages, and generally fight dirty.

Espionage Captain
Attributes: A d6, Sm d10, Sp d8, Str d6, V d6
Skills: Bluff d10+2, Fighting d6, Investigate d6, Knowledge (Starship Operations) d6, Notice d8, Piloting d8, 

Shooting d6, Stealth d10+2, Taunt d6, Tracking d6+2
Pace: 6; Parry: 5; Toughness: 5
Hindrances: Cautious
Edges: Charismatic, Sensor Ghost

Espionage Officer
Attributes: A d6, Sm d8, Sp d6, Str d6, V d6
Skills: Bluff d6, Healing d4, Knowledge (Starship Operations) d6, Knowledge (Computers) d6, Notice d6, 

Piloting d6, Repair d6, Shooting d6, Stealth d6, Tracking d4
Pace: 6; Parry: 2; Toughness: 5
Hindrances: —
Edges: Hack Sensors, Marksman

Special Notes
• Espionage command crews may have a contingent of marines, depending on their current mission and 

the likelihood of direct action. If in doubt, roll 1d6; on a 5-6 the ship is carrying marines.
• Espionage command crews usually won't fight to the death.
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Mercantile Command Crew
Corporate freighters, private merchants, smugglers plying their trades across the cosmos, these command crews 

have learned how to survive the dangerous spacelanes between star systems, and make a tidy profit at the same 
time.

Mercantile Captain
Attributes: A d6, Sm d6, Sp d8, Str d6, V d6
Skills: Bluff d6+1, Diplomacy d8+1, Gambling d8, Healing d6, Notice d8, Knowledge (Starship Operations) d6, 

Knowledge (Xenocultures) d6, Piloting d6, Repair d6, Shooting d6, Stealth d8, Streetwise d6+1
Pace: 6; Parry: 2; Toughness: 5; Charisma: +1
Hindrances: Habit (minor)
Edges: Charismatic, Luck

Mercantile Officer
Attributes: A d6, Sm d6, Sp d6, Str d6, V d6
Skills: Bluff d6, Fighting d6, Intimidation d6, Notice d4, Knowledge (Starship Operations) d6, Knowledge 

(Computers) d6, Piloting d8, Shooting d6
Pace: 6; Parry: 5; Toughness: 5
Hindrances: —
Edges: Evasive Maneuvers, Hack Sensors

Special Notes
• Mercantile command crews typically do not have a contingent of marines onboard.
• Mercantile ships typically have loot aboard, and are commonly prey to pirates.
• Mercantile command crews are likely to flee at the first sign of trouble, and fight defensively.
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Exploration Command Crew
Contacting foreign governments, charting unknown sectors of space, providing relief to far-flung colonists

—explorers foster a sense of self-sufficiency and curiosity as as they boldly go where no one has gone before.

Exploration Captain
Attributes: Ad8, Sm d8, Sp d6, Str d6, V d6
Skills: Bluff d6, Diplomacy d6, Fighting d6, Knowledge (Starship Operations) d8, Knowledge (Astonomy) d8, 

Knowledge (Xenocultures) d6, Notice d6, Piloting d8+2, Shooting d6, Stealth d6
Pace: 6; Parry: 5; Toughness: 5
Hindrances: Pacifist (minor)
Edges: Ace, Analyze Shield Harmonics, Picard Maneuver

Exploration Officer
Attributes: A d6, Sm d8, Sp, Str d6, V d6
Skills: Fighting d6, Healing d6+2, Knowledge (Biology) d6, Knowledge (Engineering) d6, Knowledge (Starship 

Operations) d6, Notice d4, Piloting d6, Repair d6+2, Shooting d6
Pace: 6; Parry: 5; Toughness: 5
Hindrances: —
Edges: Healer, Mr. Fix-it, Reroute Auxiliary Power

Special Notes
• Exploration command crews typically travel with a contingent of marines, unless the scope of their 

mission is very limited (such as short-range relief or transport).
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Racial Tweaks
Is a Klingon assault crew different from a Romulan 

one? Below are some quick racial modifications to 
give a command crew some extra personality. These 
are added to the default stats, and are optional.

Cardassian
Command crew’s extra abilities:
• Can spend a bennie to get a King of Spades 

initiative card
Commander's hindrance:
• Overconfident
Marines (‘People's Militia’):
• Dodge edge
• Armed with Disruptor Pistols and frag grenades.

Federation
Command crew’s extra abilities:
• +2 on all Knowledge checks.
Commander’s hindrance:
• Heroic
Marines (‘Security Officers’):
• Martial Arts edge
• Armed with Hand Phasers

Ferengi
Command crew's extra abilities: 
• Danger Sense
• Luck
Commander’s hindrance:
• Greedy (Major)
Marines (‘Hired Mercenaries’):
• Any one combat edge
• Armed with Type-3 Disruptor Pistols and Knives 

(str+d4).
• Note: Mercenaries may be Nausicaan, Breen, 

Orion, even Human. If you decide that your 
Ferengis themselves are up for a fight, they are 
typically armed with Ferengi Energy Whips.

Klingon
Command crew's extra abilities:
• Strong Willed
• +1 Base Toughness
Commander’s hindrance:
• Arrogant
Marines (‘Warriors’):
• +4 Armor
• Armed with Bat’leths and Disruptor Pistols.

Romulan
Command crew’s extra abilities:
• +2 Piloting to gain initiative cards
• +2 to all Trick maneuvers
Commander’s hindrance:
• Outsider
Marines (‘Guards’):
• Level-headed edge
• Armed with Disruptor Pistols

Vorta & Jem’Hadar
Command crew’s extra abilities:
• No Mercy
Commander’s hindrance:
• Bloodthirsty
Marines (‘Soldiers’):
• Jem’hadar soldiers are, rightly, some of the most 

feared in the quadrant. See their entry in this 
chapter for stats & details.

How Many Officers Per Ship?
Having more officers means the ship can take 

more skilled actions during a round. Larger ships 
have bigger crews and more officers, giving a 
significant advantage over smaller ships in the 
number of skilled actions they can take. The table to 
the right is a guideline. It also estimates how many 
marines a ship carries, if any.

These are not hard-and-fast limits; you could 
easily imagine a scenario where the whole command 
crew of a Galaxy-class starship is crammed into a 
shuttlcraft, captain and all.
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STARSHIPS
This section offers a list of starships that are 

referenced in this campaign. It also offers insight into 
quickly making your own.

Maneuverability
Since this campaign uses the Chase rules for ship-

to-ship combat, vessels' Acceleration, Top Speed, and 
Climb have been removed. Instead, you'll find a 
single stat, Maneuverability, which represents the 
ship's overall speed and handling during combat. 
Maneuverability directly modifies the Piloting roll to 
gain initiative cards at the top of each round.

Crew
Crew is listed as Crew + Passengers; e.g., 50 + 20. 

If your vessel drops below half the listed number of 
crew (due to casualties, etc.) then the crew is no 
longer able to make Group Rolls or support any 
officers' rolls. The 'passengers' number lists the 
number of people this ship can comfortably host.

Ship Energy
A ship's listed Energy is taken directly from its Ship 

Size entry in the Sci Fi Companion. Personally, I don't 
find that tracking Energy is a dramatic or compelling 
aspect of a Star Trek campaign. But it's there if you 
want it.

Starship Modifications
Below is a table of allowed modifications for use 

in this campaign setting. With it, you can create or 
modify your own ships by following the Sci Fi 
Companion's guidelines.

Starship Hindrances
Below the Modifications tables, you'll find a table 

of Starship Hindrances. These are optional, but 
taking one (or more) grants your ship more mod 
slots. It's a good way to squeeze more systems into a 
smaller vessel.
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Mod Type (Number Equippable) Mods Needed Cost 

Ablative Armor (2): A recent defence development, this protective hull plating rapidly 
dissipates incoming energy. Each installation lets the ship to ignore one wound penalty. 

Quarter Size $50 x Size. 

Artificial Intelligence (1): See entry in Sci Fi Companion. 2 $10K x Size 

Atmospheric (1): See entry in Sci Fi Companion. Half Size $50K x Size 

Auxiliary Shielding (2): Low-power backup shields may negate an attack altogether. 
Gives the ship one bennie per session which can be used to soak wounds. The current 
commander uses his Knowledge (Starship Operations) to roll the soak. 

Quarter Size 50k x Size 

Bomb Bay (Unlimited): See entry in Sci Fi Companion. 1 $50K 

Cloaking Device (1): A cloaking device ties into the ship’s deflector shields and 
transforms them into a cloaking field. Adds +4 to ship’s Stealth rolls, and those trying to 
spot, attack, or lock onto the vessel subtract 4 from their rolls. Requires a Knowledge 
(Starship Operations) roll to activate, and is automatically switched off whenever the 
ship fires a weapon, uses the transporters, or raises shields. 

Size $50K x Size 

Emergency Power (2): Provides enough backup power to energize one subsystem by a 
half-step. 

3 $1M 

Fixed Weapon (U): See entry in Sci Fi Companion. See notes. Free 

High-Resolution Targeting Sensors (2): This upgrade to the targeting computers 
reduces any penalties to Shooting by 2. 

2 $1M 

Holodecks (1): A room outfitted with grids containing omnidirectional holographic 
diodes, enabling “hard light” projections of photons and forcefields. Holodecks are 
useful for training and recreation. On a ship with a holodeck system, players’ crews can 
roll to level up even if they haven’t participated in the session’s action. The roll is also 
easier: 3-6, rather than a 5-6. A ship gains 1 holodeck room per 100 crew. 

Quarter Size $2M 

Linked Weapons (U): See entry in the Sci Fi Companion. See notes. Free 

Maneuvering Thrusters (3): Each purchase increases the ship’s Maneuverability by 1. 
(Maneuverability adds to the Piloting roll to gain initiative cards during combat.) 

Quarter Size $100K x Size 

  

TABLE: Starship Modifications



What About Starship Weapons?
This campaign uses the Sci Fi Companion’s listed Vehicle Weapons. Star Trek weapons don't have the variety 

that is offered in that book, though (e.g., Star Trek doesn't use auto-cannons or flame throwers). So, here is a 
quick rundown of the weapons available in this setting:

Phasers, Disruptors, and other energy beams
• This module makes use of  the Sci Fi Companion's 'Particle Accelerators', 'Lasers,' and 'Mass Drivers' to 

represent all the various energy weapons encountered in the Star Trek universe. All of those are 
available to purcahse through Starfleet.

• Cosmetically, different races might call the same weapon different things; e.g., Starfleet might refer to a 
laser weapon as a 'phaser', while the Klingons might call the same weapon a 'disruptor'.

Torpedoes & Missiles
• Starfleet makes use of Photon (light) and Quantum (heavy) torpedoes. Other ships may use the lighter 

'missile' weapons as well, especially to swarm and overwhelm an opponent with sheer numbers.
• EMP Warheads function as written in the Sci Fi Companion, but they don't ignore Armor.

The Black Market
• Phasers and torpedoes are available for purchase using Starfleet Requisition Points ($) at any Federation 

starbase.
• Anything else (flak cannons, auto-cannons, missiles) can be purchased illegally through the Black Market.
• The Black Market can be accessed in any system using Streetwise.
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Mod Type (Number Equippable) Mods Needed Cost 

Marine Complement (1): This ship fills some of its passenger quarters with marines, 
who specialize in personal combat and squad tactics. See ‘Number of Officers’ table.  

4 $50k x Size 

Scattering Field (1): The main deflector array is modified to emit a stream of anti-
protons, causing interference to subspace signals. While active, it adds a -2 penalty to 
all attempts to beam onto the ship, and grants +2 to Piloting or Knowledge (Computers) 
when defending against missile and torpedo locks. 

2 $500K 

Science Stations (1): This ship is equipped with extra sensors and laboratories for 
charting, scanning, and analyzing spatial and planetary phenomena. With sufficiently 
convincing technobabble (GM’s discretion), a scientifically-minded officer may use 
these systems to cooperatively support just about any other skill roll, using the ‘pure 
science’ Knowledge skill of her choice. 

4  

Sensor Array (1): A long-range sensor array creates subspace ‘pulses’ which travel at 
speeds greatly exceeding that of light, and then reads their feedback. At their maximum 
range of 15 light years, a single scanner ‘pulse’ takes 3 hours to transmit information, 
and the retrieved images are very low resolution. Can be operated using Notice, 
Knowledge (Astronomy), Tracking, or other relevant skills, each giving different results. 

1 $1M 

Shield Power (Size): Increases a ship’s Armor value by +2.  1 $20K x Size. 

Shuttle Bay (U): A small hangar that can carry up to 8 Size points of ships or ground 
vehicles. Each item can be no larger than half the ship’s Size. 

4 $1M 

Sickbay (1): A proper sickbay grants the ship’s doctor access to diagnostic scanners, an 
interactive medical library, a well-stocked pharmacy, and more. Characters using the 
Healing skill in a sickbay gain +2 to their rolls. Injured characters who spend the 
majority of their recovery time in a sickbay gain +2 to their Natural Healing roll. 

4 $1M 

Torpedo Tubes (U): See entry in Sci Fi Companion. 1 $500K 

Transporter Room (U): Transporters work by converting physical objects into energy, 
blasting them through subspace, then reconstituting them at the destination. Each 
transporter room can accommodate 6 humanoids. A transporter acting alone has a 
range of roughly the Earth to orbit, or 400km. Having a “receiving” transporter at the 
destination increases the range to 400,000km, or roughly Earth to the Moon. See 
Setting Rules for more information. 

2 $2M 

Warp Drive (1): The warp drive uses enormous amounts of energy to create a 'warp 
bubble' around a vessel, enabling it to travel at speeds far exceeding that of light.  

Half Size $2M x Size 

 

TABLE: Starship Modifications (continued)
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Hindrance Type (Number Equippable) Mods Granted 

Improvised Systems (1): This ship's engineer has cross-wired and jury-rigged its systems so much that 
behind every maintenance panel hides a rat's nest of cables and ill-fitted computer chips. The ship can 
handle more systems as a result, but things tend to break down more easily. Any time the ship takes 
one or more critical hits, it takes an additional critical hit. 

Size 

Overpowered (1):  The amount of power this ship draws from its warp engines breaks half a dozen 
regulations and would make its designers faint, but the extra energy allows the vessel to power more 
systems. Rolling a 1 on the Piloting die (regardless of Wild Die) causes 1/4 Size d6s of damage to the 
ship, ignoring shields—e.g., 3d6 dmg on a Large ship. Rolling a 1 on Shooting causes the weapon to 
misfire, disabling it until it can be rebooted with Repair -2. 

Half Size 

Reduced Maneuverability (3): The ship trades speed and handling for extra power. Each time this is 
taken, reduce Maneuverability by 1. 

Quarter Size 

Spartan Quarters (1): This ship sacrifices comforts to allow space and energy for more systems. 
Officers share quarters, and recreation facilities are nonexistent. (If a holodeck is installed, assume it’s 
used only for training.) At the beginning of each week in space, all characters must roll Vigor or gain a 
level of Fatigue (cannot incapacitate). The Vigor roll is penalized by the number of weeks already 
spent in space. (Week 1 has no penalty, week two is Vigor -1, week three is Vigor -2...). The penalty is 
reset after a period of shore leave on a planet, space station, etc. In addition, this hindrance cuts the 
number of passenger quarters in half. 

Quarter Size 

Stripped-down (1): Strips out all non-essential systems, including science stations, computer libraries, 
and backups. All Knowledge, Investigate, and Notice checks used in conjunction with the ship’s 
sensors or databanks suffer a -2 penalty. 

Half Size 

Unreinforced Hull (3): Normally, a starship's hull is reinforced with duranium struts to give it greater 
resilience. Without adequate reinforcement, the ship has more room for additional systems, but is 
vulnerable to damage. Each time this hindrance is taken, the ship can sustain one fewer wounds 
before getting wrecked. (2, 1, or 0 wounds before wrecked.) 

Size 

 

TABLE: Starship Hindrances
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Borg Cube
Each face of a Cube is 3km wide, dwarfing the Federation's largest constructions and making it difficult to classify 
Borg vessels as ships, spacestations, or something else. Every battle with a Borg Cube has resulted in heavy losses 
for the Federation. The USS Voyager reports that millions of such Cubes inhabit Borg space in the Delta Quadrant.

Maneuverability: –2; Travel: 5
Crew: 10,000
Marines: N/A (all crew are Borg Drones)

Size: 40 (World Killer)
Toughness: 25+75=100
Energy: 2000

WEAPONS (Slots Used)
4x Mega Laser (40)

• 10d10 dmg AP 50

2x Light Laser (2)
• 2d10 dmg AP 5
• Reaction Fire

4x Torpedo Tubes (4)
• 32x Light Torpedoes: 8d12 dmg AP 40 (4)
• 16x Heavy Torpedoes: 10d12 dmg AP 80 (4)

1x Borg Tractor Beam (5)
• As regular, but no -4 penalty to Knowledge (Starship 

Operations).

MODIFICATIONS (Slots Used)
Standard:

• Artificial Intelligence (2)
• Sensor Array (1)
• Transporter (2)
• Borg Transwarp Drive (20)

Other:
• Ablative Armor (10)
• Auxiliary Shielding (10)
• 2x Emergency Power (6)
• Super Hangar (10)
• Carries 1x Borg Sphere
• High-Res Targeting Sensors (2)
• Maneuvering Thrusters (10)
• 10x Shield Power (10)

Starship Hindrances:
• Spartan Quarters (+10 mods)
• Overpowered (+20 mods)

Total Slots: 180; Remaining: -5 (deal with it!)

SPECIAL NOTES:
• Borg Cubes do not take critical hits, due to their decentralized design.
• Borg do not use Command Crew templates. Instead, Borg have a d10+Wild Die in all ship-related skills. 

A Cube has enough Drones on board to take 8 actions per round.
• Borg Drones can have Miracle Worker, Fire at Will, Marksman, Hack Sensors, and any other appropriate 

ship-related edges. Remember: A single Cube can take on an entire fleet—and win.
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Civi l ian Freighter
Private pleasure yachts, small freighters, merchant vessels—these vessels populate the spacelanes between star 
systems, and can be found in every imaginable configuration and design.

Maneuverability: +2; Travel: 1
Crew: 2+3
Marines: N/A

Size: 8 (Medium)
Toughness: 6+19=25
Energy: 100

WEAPONS (Slots Used)
1x Dual-Linked Light Particle Accelerator (3)

• +1 to hit, 3d8+4 dmg AP 5
• Reaction Fire

1x Missile Launcher (1)
• 8x Heavy Missile: 6d8 dmg AP 15, MBT (1)

MODIFICATIONS (Slots Used)
Standard:

• Artificial Intelligence (2)
• Sensor Array (1)
• Transporter (2)
• Warp Drive (4)

Other:
• Ablative Armor (2)
• 2x Auxiliary Shielding (4)
• Large cargo holds/smuggling spaces (10)
• Improved Maneuverability (2)

Ship's Hindrances:
• Improvised Systems (+8 mods)

 
Total Slots: 33; Remaining: 1

Borg Sphere
This sphere-shaped vessel apparently serves the Borg in a tactical and scouting capacity, and may be embedded 
inside a Cube as an auxiliary craft. Small by Borg standards, a Sphere is still larger than most Federation craft.

Maneuverability: 0; Travel: 1
Crew: 1000
Marines: N/A (all crew are Borg Drones)

Size: 20 (Giant)
Toughness: 11+39=50
Energy: 1000

WEAPONS (Slots Used)
1x Mega Laser (10)

• 10d10 dmg AP 50

2x Super Heavy Laser (10)
• 6d10 dmg AP 25

2x Missile Launchers (2)
• 16x Heavy Missiles: 8d6 dmg AP 15 (1)

1x Borg Tractor Beam (5)
• As regular, but no -4 penalty to Knowledge (Starship 

Operations).

MODIFICATIONS (Slots Used)
Standard:

• Artificial Intelligence (2)
• Sensor Array (1)
• Transporter (2)
• Borg Transwarp Drive (10)

Other:
• Ablative Armor (5)
• Maneuvering Thrusters (5)

Ship's Hindrances:
• Spartan Quarters (+5 mods)

 
Total Slots: 65; Remaining: 0

SPECIAL NOTES:
• Borg Spheres do not take critical hits, due to their decentralized design.
• Borg do not use Command Crew templates. Instead, Borg have a d10+Wild Die in all ship-related skills. 

A Sphere has enough Drones on board to take 4 actions per round.
• Borg Drones can have Miracle Worker, Fire at Will, Marksman, Hack Sensors, and any other appropriate 

ship-related edges.
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Klingon Warship, BirdofPreyclass
The backbone of the Klingon fleet, these vessels strike a unique balance between agility, stealth, and attack power. 
Capable of performing solo raids or forming into lethal squadrons to take down rival fleets, the Bird-of-Prey 
design has remained remarkably unchanged for decades, and has earned its reputation in war.

Maneuverability: +2; Travel: 1
Crew: 20+5
Marines: 10

Size: 12 (Large)
Toughness: 8+37=45
Energy: 300

WEAPONS (Slots Used)
2x Quad-Linked Medium Lasers (8)

• +2 to hit, 3d10+4 dmg AP 10

1x Super Heavy Laser (5)
• 6d10 dmg AP 25

1x Torpedo Tube, Fixed (1)
• 8x Light Torpedoes: 8d12 dmg AP 20 (1)
• 4x Heavy Torpedoes: 10d12 dmg AP 40 (1)

MODIFICATIONS (Slots Used)
Standard:

• Artificial Intelligence (2)
• Sensor Array (1)
• Transporter (2)
• Warp Drive (6)

Other:
• Auxiliary Shielding (3)
• Cloaking Device (12)
• Maneuvering Thrusters (3)
• Marine Complement (4)
• 5x Shield Power (5)

Ship's Hindrances:
• Overpowered (+6 mods)
• Spartan Quarters (+6 mods)
• Improvised Systems (+12 mods)

 
Total Slots: 54; Remaining: 0
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Romulan Light Carrier, Diridthauclass
This specialized Romulan carrier is not meant for standard exploration, reconnaissance, or battle operations. 
Instead, its function is to deploy a small squadron of bomber craft armed with orbital bombardment 
weapons.

Maneuverability: +0; Travel: 1
Crew: 200+100
Marines: N/A

Size: 16 (Huge)
Toughness: 10+45=55
Energy: 600

WEAPONS (Slots Used)
2x Dual-Linked Medium Laser (4)

• +1 to hit, 3d10+2 dmg AP 10

1x Torpedo Tube (1)
• 8x EMP Light Torpedoes: 8d12 dmg AP 40 (1)
• See EMP notes in the Sci Fi Companion

MODIFICATIONS (Slots Used)
Standard:

• Artificial Intelligence (2)
• Sensor Array (1)
• Transporter (2)
• Warp Drive (8)

Other:
• Auxilliary Shielding (4)
• Cloaking Device (16)
• Emergency Power (3)
• Massive Hangar (10)
• Carries 3x Kestrel-class Bombers
• 5x Shield Power (5)

Ship's Hindrances:
• Spartan Quarters (+4 mods)

 
Total Slots: 44; Remaining: 0
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Starfleet Cruiser, Galaxyclass
Galaxy-class cruisers are massive starships with dozens of decks and up to 1,000 personnel and passengers. They 
can serve a variety of roles, from long-range exploration, to humanitarian response, to battleships. The stats below 
are for a multi-purpose exploration outfit, such as the Enterprise-D.

Maneuverability: –1; Travel: 1
Crew: 500+500
Marines: N/A

Size: 20 (Giant)
Toughness: 11+39=50
Energy: 1000

WEAPONS (Slots Used)
1x Dual Linked Heavy Particle Accelerator (6)

• +1 to hit, 6d8+4 dmg AP 20
• If hits with a raise, +2d6 dmg

1x Light Laser (1)
• 2d10 dmg
• Reaction Fire

Torpedo Tube (1)
• 8x Light Torpedoes: 8d12 dmg AP 40 (1)
• 4x Heavy Torpedoes: 10d12 dmg AP 80 (1)

Tractor Beam (5)
• At Short Range only, make Knowledge (Starship 

Operations) roll at –4 vs. victim’s Piloting. On a success, 
opponent's ship is powered down (except life support) 
and pulled into contact in 2d6 rounds.

MODIFICATIONS (Slots Used)
Standard:

• Artificial Intelligence (2)
• Sensor Array (1)
• Transporter (2)
• Warp Drive (10)

Other:
• Emergency Power (3)
• Hangar (4)
• 1x Starfleet Shuttle Type-8
• Holodecks (5)
• Science Stations (4)
• Sickbay (4)

Starship Hindrances:

Total Slots: 50; Remaining: 0

Starfleet Esccort, Defiantclass
Starfleet's reluctance to build warships ended with the Borg massacre at Wolf-359. The Defiant-class is officially an 
"escort vessel," but its sole function is for battle. Sacrificing comforts and non-essential systems, the Defiant-class is, 
according to one of its designers, "overpowered and over-gunned for a ship her size." As a result, it takes a highly 
skilled crew to command it. These vessels saw heavy action during the Dominion War and the attack on Earth.
Maneuverability: +0; Travel: 1
Crew: 20+5
Marines: 10

Size: 12 (Large)
Toughness: 8+37=45
Energy: 300

WEAPONS (Slots Used)
2x Quad-Linked Heavy Particle Accelerator, Fixed (12)

• +2 to hit, 6d8+6 dmg AP 20
• If hits with a raise, +2d6 dmg

1x Medium Laser (2)
• 3d10 dmg AP 10

1x Light Laser (1)
• 2d10 dmg
• Reaction Fire

1x Torpedo Tube (1)
• 8x Light Torpedoes: 8d12 dmg AP 20 (1)
• 4x Heavy Torpedoes: 10d12 dmg AP 40 (1)

MODIFICATIONS (Slots Used)
Standard:

• Artificial Intelligence (2)
• Sensor Array (1)
• Transporter (2)
• Warp Drive (6)

Other:
• Ablative Armor (3)
• 2x Auxiliary Shielding (6)
• Marine Complement (4)
• 5x Shield Power (5)

Ship's Hindrances:
• Overpowered (+6 mods)
• Reduced Maneuverability (+3 mods)
• Spartan Quarters (+6 mods)
• Stripped-down (+6 mods)

 
Total Slots: 51; Remaining: 1
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Starfleet Light Cruiser, Olympicclass
 
A mid-sized star cruiser that first saw deployment in the early 2370s, the Olympic-class is distinctive for having a 
spherical forward section, rather than the ‘saucer’ common to Starfleet designs. These stats show a Starfleet 
Hospital Ship with a focus on defence, but other configurations are possible for exploration, transport, and battle.

Maneuverability: 0; Travel: 1
Crew: 150+150
Marines: N/A

Size: 16 (Huge)
Toughness: 10+41=51
Energy: 500

WEAPONS (Slots Used):
1x Dual-Linked Medium Particle Accelerators (4)

• +1 to hit, 4d8+4 dmg AP 10

2x Light Laser (2)
• 2d10
• Reaction FIre

1x Torpedo Tube (1)
• 8x EMP Light Torpedoes: 8d12 40AP (1)
• See EMP notes in the Sci Fi Companion.

1x Tractor Beam (5)
• At Short Range only, make Knowledge (Starship 

Operations) roll at –4 vs. victim’s Piloting. On a success, 
opponent's ship is powered down (except life support) 
and pulled into contact in 2d6 rounds.

MODIFICATIONS (Slots Used)
Standard:

• Artificial Intelligence (2)
• Sensor Array (1)
• Transporter (2)
• Warp Drive (8)

Other:
• Auxiliary Shielding (4)
• 2x Emergency Power (6)
• Hangar (4)
• 1x Starfleet Shuttle Type-8
• Science Stations (4)
• 3x Shield Power (3)
• Massive Sickbays (10)

Starship Hindrances:
• Unreinforced Hull (+16 mods)

Total Slots: 56; Remaining: 0

Starfleet Escort, Mirandaclass
Much smaller than a cruiser but sturdy and flexible in their design, Mirandas have supported Starfleet for decades 
as science vessels, military escorts, diplomatic transports, and survey ships. Mirandas are easy to refit and modify, 
and the stats given below offer a multi-purpose ship with room to grow.

Maneuverability: +1; Travel: 1
Crew: 20+30
Marines: N/A

Size: 12 (Large)
Toughness: 8+31=39
Energy: 300

WEAPONS (Slots Used)
1x Dual-Linked Heavy Laser (3)

• +1 to hit; 4d10+2 dmg AP 15

1x Light Particle Accelerator (3)
• 3d8+2 dmg AP 5
• Reaction Fire

MODIFICATIONS (Slots Used)
Standard:

• Artificial Intelligence (2)
• Sensor Array (1)
• Transporter (2)
• Warp Drive (6)

Other:
•  2x Shield Power (2)

Ship's Hindrances:
 
Total Slots: 30; Remaining: 11



Starfleet Shuttlecraft, Type8
These small shuttle pods are outfitted for general utility, and are carried by most Starfleet vessels to assist in 
conducting research, transport, and away missions. The Type-8 shuttle has its own warp drive, an unusual quality 
in a ship this size.

Maneuverability: +3; Travel: 1
Crew: 1+3
Marines: N/A

Size: 6 (Small)
Toughness: 5+15=20
Energy: 25

WEAPONS (Slots Used)
1x Medium Particle Accelerator (4)

• 4d8+2 dmg AP 10
• If hits with a raise, +2d6 dmg

Tractor Beam (5)
• At Short range only, make Knowledge (Starship 

Operations) roll at –4 vs. opponent's Piloting. With a 
success, victim is completely depowered (except life 
support) and pulled into contact in 2d6 rounds.

MODIFICATIONS (Slots Used)
Standard:

• Artificial Intelligence (2)
• Sensor Array (1)
• Transporter (2)
• Warp Drive (3)

Other:
• Atmospheric (3)
• Auxiliary Shielding (2)

Ship's Hindrances:
• 1x Unreinforced Hull (+6 mods)

 
Total Slots: 26; Remaining: 2
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Espionage Command Crew
Whether a spy vessel by trade, or any ship led by a captain who prefers delicate strategies and subterfuge, this crew’s approach is to misdirect its opponents, seek out situational advantages, and generally fight dirty.

Espionage Captain
Attributes: A d6, Sm d10, Sp d8, Str d6, V d6Skills: Bluff d10+2, Fighting d6, Investigate d6, Knowledge (Starship Operations) d6, Notice d8, Piloting d8, Shooting d6, Stealth d10+2, Taunt d6, Tracking d6+2Pace: 6; Parry: 5; Toughness: 5
Hindrances: Cautious
Edges: Charismatic, Sensor Ghost

Espionage Officer (Extra +d6 Wild Die)
Attributes: A d6, Sm d8, Sp d6, Str d6, V d6Skills: Bluff d6, Healing d4, Knowledge (Starship Operations) d6, Knowledge (Computers) d6, Notice d6, Piloting d6, Repair d6, Shooting d6, Stealth d6, Tracking d4Pace: 6; Parry: 2; Toughness: 5
Hindrances: —
Edges: Hack Sensors, Marksman
Special Notes
Espionage command crews may have a contingent of marines, depending on their current mission and the likelihood of direct action. If in doubt, roll 1d6; on a 4-6 the ship is carrying marines.

Putting  it Together: Kl ingon Raider Example
Let’s try matching a ship with a command crew and racial traits. Our concept will be a Klingon raider who 

prefers hit-and-run tactics over a straight brawl.

Marine
Attributes: Agi d8, Sm d6, Sp d8, Str d6, Vig d6
Skills: Fighting d6, Intimidation d6, Notice d6, Shooting d8, Stealth d4
Pace: 6; Parry: 5; Toughness: 5
Hindrances: Major Vow (serve faction)
Edges: —
Gear: Type-3 Disruptor Rifle (or racial gear)

+1=6 (Klingon)
+Arrogant (Klingon)

+Strong Willed (Klingon)

+1=6 (Klingon)

+Strong Willed (Klingon)

"Klingon Warrior"

Disruptor Pistol, Bat'leth (Klingon)

KLINGON EMPIRE!!
 +4 Armor = 9 (Klingon)

(2x officers for a 'large' ship)
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